EXECUTIVE OF COUNCIL MEMBERS 2022-2023

EX OFFICIO
( ) Keshen, Jeff, Chair (President & Vice-Chancellor)
( ) Aito, Emmanuel (Dean, La Cité)
( ) Button, Dave (Vice-President, Administration)
( ) Campbell, Lori (AVP, Indigenous Engagement)
( ) Chaudhry, Haroon (Interim AVP, International)
( ) Choi, Phillip (Dean, Engineering)
( ) Cranston, Jerome (Dean, Education)
( ) D’Arcy, James (Registrar)
( ) Dea, Shannon (Dean, Arts)
( ) Dick, David (Interim Dean, MAP)
( ) Douai, Aziz (Dean, FGSR)
( ) Farenick, Douglas (Dean, Science)
( ) Farney, Jim (Director, JSSG)
( ) Grandy, Gina (Dean, Business Admin)
( ) Gregory, david (Interim Provost & VP Academic)
( ) Helewa, Sami (President, Campion College)
( ) Jerry, Marc (President, Luther College)
( ) Onder, Nilgün (AVP, Academic)
( ) Ottmann, Jacqueline (President, FNUniv)
( ) Petry, Yvonne, (Dean, Luther College)
( ) Phenix, Tom (Dean, Campion College)
( ) Pollard, Cheryl (Dean, Nursing)
( ) Riemer, Harold (Dean, KHS)
( ) Rocke, Cathy (Dean, Social Work)
( ) Schultz, Christie (Dean, CCE)
( ) Smith, John (AVP, Student Affairs)
( ) Sterzuk, Andrea (Acting AVP, Research)
( ) Sylvestre, Glenys (University Secretary)
( ) Waytuck, Brett (Dean, Library and Archives)
( ) Yost, Chris (Interim Vice President, Research)

ELECTED MEMBERSHIP
( ) Afolabi, Taiwo (2024) MAP
( ) Almehdawe, Eman (2024) Business Admin
( ) Argerami, Martin (2023) Science
( ) Armstrong, Alayne (2024) Education
( ) Bird, Jason (2024) FNUniv
( ) Bonner, Bill (2023) Business Admin
( ) Bracht, Kathryn (2023) MAP
( ) Brigham, Mark (2023) Science
( ) Brown, Janine (2023) Nursing
( ) Bruno, Paul (2024) KHS
( ) Burton, Layton (2023) Arts (Humanities)
( ) Chipanshi, Mary (2023) Library
( ) Clune, Laurie (2024) Nursing
( ) Coulson, Ian (2024) Science
( ) Coupal, Michelle (2024) Arts (Humanities)
( ) Cule, Monika (2024) Arts (Social Science)
( ) Daschuk, James (2024) KHS
( ) DeLugt, Jenn (2024) Education
( ) Demers, Jason (2024) Arts (Humanities)
( ) Diamantopoulos, Mitch (2023) Arts (Humanities)
( ) Doran, Ryan (2023) Arts (Humanities)
( ) Dosselmann, Richard (2023) FNUniv
( ) Du, Zhongwei (2023) Engineering
( ) El-Halfawy, Omar (2024) Science
( ) Fay, Holly (2023) MAP
( ) Ganev, Robin (2023) Arts (Humanities)
( ) Gelowitz, Craig (2023) Engineering
( ) Giuliani, Harminder (2023) Arts (Social Science)
( ) Hall, Britt (2024) Science
( ) Hart, Mel (2024) Science
( ) Hodson, Alexandra (2023) Nursing
( ) Hoeber, Orland (2024) Science
( ) Hrebenik, Melissa (2023) Nursing
( ) Hulston, Deborah (2024) CCE
( ) Johnson, Ernest (2023) Business Admin
( ) Khan, Saqib (2024) Business Admin
( ) Khan, Sharfuddin (2024) Engineering
( ) Kukuczky, Cory (2024) KHS
( ) Lane, Dorothy (2024) Luther College
( ) Leavitt, Peter (2024) Science
( ) Loucks, Jeff (2023) Arts (Social Science)
( ) Manzon, Richard (2023) Science
( ) Mathews, Vanessa (2024) Arts (Social Science)
( ) Matthews, Elise (2024) Nursing
( ) Melancon, Jerome (2024) La Cité
( ) Moasun, Festus (2024) Social Work
( ) Patel, Tehzib (2023) Student Representative (Arts)
( ) Papandreou, Zisis (2023) Science
( ) Peng, Wei (2024) Engineering
( ) Petry, Roger (2023) Luther
( ) Piercey, Robert (2023) Campion
( ) Pirbhai-illich, Fatima (2023) Education
( ) Polster, Claire (2024) Arts (Social Science)
( ) Purnis, Jan (2023) Campion
( ) Ramsay, Christine (2023) MAP
( ) Ramshaw, Veronica (2024) Library
( ) Rennie, Morina (2024) Business Admin
( ) Rheault, Sylvain (2023) La Cité
( ) Ricketts, Kathryn (2024) Education
( ) Riegel, Christian (2023) Campion
( ) Robinson, Kyle (2024) Education
( ) Rossow-Kimbali, Brenda (2024) KHS
( ) Russell, September (2024) MAP
( ) Russell, Gale (2024) Education
( ) Rutten-James, Myrina (2024) CCE
( ) Sardarli, Arzu (2024) FGSR
( ) Shahriar, Nashid (2023) Science
( ) Sharpe, Donald (2023) Arts (Social Science)
( ) Sherbert, Garry (2024) Arts (Humanities)
( ) Shokrova, Takhmina (2024) Social Work
( ) Sperlich, Tobias (2023) Arts (Social Science)
( ) Stewart, Michelle (2023) Arts (Social Science)
( ) Stilling, Denise (2024) Engineering
( ) Swapp, Donna (2024) Education
( ) Tang, Yili (2024) Engineering
( ) Weger, Harold (2023) Science
( ) Whalley, Sean (2023) MAP
( ) Wickson, Jonathan (2023) Nursing
( ) Widfield, Cory (2024) Science
( ) Wilson, Scott (2023) Luther College
( ) Xue, Jinkai (2024) Engineering
( ) Yow, Kin-Chuong (2024) Engineering
( ) Zimmermann, Michael (2024) Arts (Social Science)